Identification of Key Patches for Biodiversity Conservation Based on Possibility of Connectivity Method
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Abstract: Currently, large amount of habitats of wildlife have been displaced by artificial structures because of urban expansion. As a result, smaller patches of habitat have been lost, larger patches have become fragmented, and some of the habitats become lonely islands which will have weaker and weaker contact with outside. Therefore, the optimization of landscape structure will benefit more for biodiversity conservation by analyzing the best landscape layout as the patches have been rapidly lost. In this article, we have analyzed and reclassified the spatial pattern of the value of biodiversity based on the possibility of connectivity method which enabled the possibility of the identification of key patches. In the results, we have found that biodiversity value was not evenly distributed with patch area because of the difference of connectivity. Key patches of Beijing have been classified into three categories: (1) patches with larger area; (2) satellite patches around large patches; (3) stepping-stone patches with high connectivity.

Introduction

Ecosystem service is benefit that human obtained from natural system [1], which is the cornerstone of the survival of mankind and the modern civilization [2]. The loss of ecosystem service will severely affect the sustainable development. Biodiversity as an important kind of ecosystem service is the regulator of ecological process which is able to be evaluated on some level [3]. However, biodiversity and habitats have been degraded and fragmentized due to human activities and disturbance, which is the main cause of biodiversity recession. For example, global biodiversity has declined about 12% [4, 5]. By 2020, at the current rate of biodiversity loss, the world could have witnessed a two-thirds decline in global wildlife populations in only half a century [6].

The protection of biodiversity should be proceeded with the maintaining of biodiversity conservation [7] and identified the area of high value density. The assessment of biodiversity value mainly followed the traditional method which was represented by Costanza [8]. Traditional method usually consider patch area as the only factor that related to biodiversity value. Actually, spatial pattern is also a crucial factor affects the biodiversity value which has not been fully considered in current researches [9, 10]. Currently, rarely studies applied landscape pattern to the assessment of biodiversity value [11]. Pelorossoa et al. used landscape connectivity to evaluate ecosystem services value of Bari, Italy [12]. Cho Nam Ng et al. applied possibility of connectivity index to evaluate the biodiversity value of Shenzhen river of 1988 and 2008. Kreuter et al. thought that patch area, edge effect, proximity, and corridors could be integrated in related index to evaluate ecosystem services [14].

Our aim is to take Beijing as case area to identify key patches based on possibility of connectivity method. We have divided Beijing into five land use types which are forest, grassland, cultivated land,
construction land, and water area. Among those, forest and grassland have been analyzed to illustrate the identification process in the article. We are expected to identify those patches with high value density and important connectivity.

**Material and method**

**Study area**

Beijing is located in 115.7°-117.4° east longitude and 39.4°-41.6° north latitude. It covers 16,807 square kilometers, of which 62% is mountainous and 40% is forest. There are multiple types of ecosystems in Beijing where biodiversity is very rich. It has 16 districts which are Dongcheng, Xicheng, Haidian, Chaoyang, Fengtai, Mentougou, Shijingshan, Fangshan, Tongzhou, Shunyi, Changping, Daxing, Huairou, Pinggu, Yanqing, and Miyun. During last decades, the habitat of Beijing has been reduced severely, and some of the patches even become separated landscape which has weakened the material flow, energy flow, and information flow. Genetic exchange has been blocked among patches which is against the biodiversity conservation in overall landscape.

**Method**

The identification of the key patches of great biodiversity conservation will be divided into two procedures: reclassification and identification. In the reclassification phase, a patch will be reclassified from three values into two values. Usually, there are three kinds of values belong to one patch [15]: (1) internal value; (2) value that acts as a starting or ending patch in the migration path; (3) stepping stone value. As we can see from Eq.1 and Eq.2.

\[
d_{PC_{ki}} = d_{PCintra_{ki}} + d_{PCflux_{ki}} + d_{PCconnector_{ki}} 
\]

\[
ESVB(PC)_{ki} = ESVB(PC)_{intra_{ki}} + ESVB(PC)_{flux_{ki}} + ESVB(PC)_{connector_{ki}}
\]

Where \(d_{PC_{ki}}\) indicates the connectivity importance of patch \(i\) in land use \(k\). \(d_{PCintra_{ki}}\) is the contribution of the internal area of patch \(i\) to the overall connectivity of \(k\). \(d_{PCflux_{ki}}\) is the contribution of patch \(i\) as a starting or ending point to the overall connectivity. \(d_{PCconnector_{ki}}\) is the contribution of patch \(i\) as stepping stone with maximum product probability to the overall connectivity. \(ESVB(PC)_{ki}\) is biodiversity value of patch \(i\) of \(k\). \(ESVB(PC)_{intra_{ki}}\) is biodiversity value that provided by the internal area of patch \(i\). \(ESVB(PC)_{flux_{ki}}\) is biodiversity value of patch \(i\) as a starting or ending point in the path. \(ESVB(PC)_{connector_{ki}}\) is biodiversity value of patch \(i\) as stepping stone patch.

For the calculation of \(d_{PC_{ki}}\) and \(ESVB(PC)_{ki}\) and three of their values respectively, we will consider both habitat size and spatial connectivity [13,15], as we can see from Eq.3 and Eq.4.

\[
ESVB(PC)_{k} = \sum_{i} \left[ VC_{k} \times \left( A_{k\text{max}} / d_{PC_{k\text{max}}} \right) \times d_{PC_{ki}} \right]
\]

\[
d_{PC_{ki}} = \left( PC_{ki} - PC'_{ki} \right) / PC_{ki} \times 100
\]

Where \(ESVB(PC)_{k}\) is the biodiversity value of land use \(k\), and \(VC_{k}\) is the coefficient of \(k\). \(A_{k\text{max}}\) is to the largest patch among \(k\). \(d_{PC_{k\text{max}}}\) indicates the maximum value of \(d_{PC}\) among \(k\).

Based on equation (1) to (4), we have reclassified \(ESVB(PC)_{ki}\) into two values which are internal value and external value. As we can see from Eq.5 to Eq.7.

\[
ESVB(PC)_{ki} = ESVB(PC)_{1ki} + ESVB(PC)_{2ki}
\]

\[
ESVB(PC)_{1ki} = ESVB(PC)_{intra_{ki}} + ESVB(PC)_{flux_{ki}} / 2
\]

\[
ESVB(PC)_{2ki} = ESVB(PC)_{flux_{ki}} / 2 + ESVB(PC)_{connector_{ki}}
\]
Where ESVB(PC)\(_{1ki}\) is the biodiversity value that patch \(i\) contributes to itself, or internal value, ESVB(PC)\(_{2ki}\) is the ES value that provided by patch \(i\) to other patches, or external value.

In the phase of identification, we think that key patches will be of high ESVB(PC)\(_{1ki}\) or high ESVB(PC)\(_{2ki}\). In this article, we have defined high ESVB(PC)\(_{1ki}\) will be the patches with value 3 times higher than the average unit value of ESVB(PC)\(_{1ki}\). In the meantime, high ESVB(PC)\(_{2ki}\) will be the patches with value 3 times higher than the average unit value of ESVB(PC)\(_{2ki}\). As we can see from Eq.8 and Eq.9.

\[
\frac{(ESVB(PC)_{1ki})}{A_{ki}} \geq 3 \times \left( \frac{\sum_{i}^{n} ESVB(PC)_{1ki}}{A_{ki}/n} \right) \\
(8)
\]

\[
\frac{(ESVB(PC)_{2ki})}{A_{ki}} \geq 3 \times \left( \frac{\sum_{i}^{n} ESVB(PC)_{2ki}}{A_{ki}/n} \right) \\
(9)
\]

**Result and discussion**

We have calculated grassland and forest as examples to illustrate the results of both key patches of high internal value (ESVB(PC)\(_{1ki}\)) and high external value (ESVB(PC)\(_{2ki}\)) based on the statistics of 2010 of Beijing. It was shown as Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

As it has been illustrated in Fig. 1, ESVB(PC)\(_1\) has a relatively higher relation with patch area, which means that larger patches usually have higher ESVB(PC)\(_1\) or internal value and vice versa. Forests with higher internal value locate in the west part of Beijing are consist of 36 patches, which includes 1 larger patch and 35 smaller patches. While among the 36 patches, the largest of which has the highest ESVB(PC) flux\(_{ki}\) value as starting or ending point. What’s more, that patch has radiation and driving function of the surrounding 35 smaller patches. As it is evaluated by Eq. 7, the 35 smaller patches have higher ESVB(PC) flux\(_{ki}\) value because of the largest patch. Same as forest, grassland or even cultivated land and water area are consist of a largest patch and some smaller patches. From Fig.1 we can conclude that patch area has positive effect for ESVB(PC)\(_1\). Therefore, large patch usually has higher ESVB(PC)\(_1\) value, and under the influence of the large patch, the smaller surrounding patches also will have higher ESVB(PC)\(_1\) value.

As we can see from Fig. 2, ESVB(PC)\(_2\) has weaker relations with patch area which is mainly determined by the landscape connectivity. Higher ESVB(PC)\(_2\) patches of forest locate in Miyun district, the northeast of Beijing. The highest patch is the bridge of the east and west forests. Higher grassland is also located in the stepping-stone position which means the loss of these patches will bring down the diffusion rate or lose the corridors of the patches.
Conclusions

Key patches of Beijing have been identified based on PC method of 2010. In this article, we integrated three kinds of biodiversity values into two categories: ESVB(PC)1_{ki} and ESVB(PC)2_{ki}. The reclassification was beneficial to the ES trade-off and the formulation of payments for ecosystem services scheme. Large patches were important for maintaining connectivity, but the small patches in the connecting position also played an important role in the overall connectivity. Patches located in the connecting position should be protected in order to reduce the loss of ESVB(PC). In this article, we identified patches with high density of value. Special protection areas could be designated according to the result of the research. This method could achieve a multiplier effect in biodiversity conservation.
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